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There is so much history to the world. However, in this book we cover the extensive past of three

huge and great empires. Those include the Roman Empire, the Persian Empire, and the Mongol

Empire. All three had great rises, and then had great falls. One was outlived, while another is known

as the greatest of all empires. Which one is which? Listen to find out and grow your knowledge on

the rich past of all three empires. Here is a preview of what you'll learn... The Roman Empire The

Mongols The Persians And much, much more! Download your copy today!
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This book contains the history of the three huge and great empires: The Roman Empire, The

Persian Empire, and the Mongol Empire. The author has written this book so well that you will not

feel bored while reading this book. There is extensive knowledge about these empires in this book.

The author has described it year wise which makes it easier to learn.

I am student of history and I read a lot of books on history. But my curiosity was increasing day by

day. I purchased this book for knowing more about the Roman empires. This book is fully

informative and the author describes all the instances very smoothly and in an easy manner. I will

suggest all history lovers for reading this book. Thanks to the author.

History is my favorite subject during my college years. I found the interest of ancient stories. This is

a perfect book for me to read on. The greatest empires stories really defines us all. I love sharing



this to my professor in college to discuss more of the book. Great one Robert Paulson!

History has lately become one of the topics that I got interested in and this book is one of the good

ones I've read. There were MEH books but this one definitely belongs to the good ones. Although

not as long as the others, this book covered the highlights of each empire and how each of them

molded the world as to how it is now. A pretty engrossing read especially for those who love to read

about history. It can be a good reference, too.

I have read before about the Egptian history and their civilization and then with this book, I only

discovered that all ancient people had some similar epic characters that made them to excel in

whatever they were doing, which is determination and love for adventuring. This book is good for

any history enthusiast.

Robert's book is every historian's ideal book. I have always been a fan of the past and how they

changed and molded history to pave way for what we now know as the present. This book talks

about famous empires and their beginnings. It gives me a rare look into the past and play with my

imagination trying to picture them in my head. I definitely had a wonderful time flipping through the

pages of this book.

This is a good book and a worthwhile acquisition especially if you are like me a semi-retired

amateur/dilettante historian. Having said that, I suppose professionals will enjoy the book too,

because it gives a good overview. Readers will certainly fly through it quickly, as it is written without

the turgid prose that characterizes academic works. It's also nice to get a good breezy work that

treats the rise of Rome, given the myriad of books on the fall of Rome. This book does an admirable

job in presenting those facts and how that empire came into being.

Reading history books is really a good thing to do because we will learn on what happened in our

past and how those kingdoms and empires fall. A friend of mine referred this book to me and I

purchase it right away. This is indeed a perfectly written book with a detailed explanation on what

happened in the Roman Empire. I really enjoyed reading this book and I highly recommend it to all

the people who are into history books! Good read!
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